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BBORDERGENIUS MANIFESTO ( Intellectual Imagination series )
This manifesto from beyond is about my alter-ego, Spirit X, a diety with no ties to established belief systems or known
mythologies. Yet he's deeply connected to the ever-deepening totality of consciousness, which by comparison gods,
aliens, superheroes, and their corresponding realities are merely pale imitations. This book explores this with an alldimensional, almost Daoist perspective, in which dualities/contradictions, such as the strong/weak,
superiority/inferiority, and brilliance/stupidity complement each other in a kind of 'radical collaboration'.
Hence, Spirit X uses his very imperfections: his supposed stupidity, learning disability, and eclectic, potentially chaotic
perspectives to percieve the 'border-realms' of the intellectual spectrum - where things separate, but can also re-align
to the point that all fields, schools of thought, and experiences compliment and support each other. Thus we can better
see the implications of a chaotic, schizophrenic reality in a metaphorical way, while appreciating our re-integrating
potential even more.
This book is richly illustrated, and divided into three parts. The first is the manifesto( written in raw, unorthodox/avantegarde , stream -of-consciousness prose) the 2nd is a paranormal art gallery( I use remote-viewing type techniques to
draw surreal, holographic beings and scenarios bordering psychedelic drug -induced hallucinations) and the third
displays illustrated story concepts for potential movies and books).
'NECESSARY QUACKERY''

My philosophy can be termed, 'necessary quackery', in the respect that my speculations, whether
accurate/right, or wrong, stimulates the informational pool from unexpected depths, rather than( just) consolidating knowledge in a cold, calculating, cautious manner. In this sense, its better to be wrong, while on the
right path, than to be right on a wrong, or misguided one. One's way for living a fulfilling, meaningful existence
is already set, it's just a matter of clearing away the debris of others' misguided attempts to find their way. The
more one sees the indirect relationship of everything( all things are magnetic pieces in a shuffling puzzle) one
will see more clues, and find indirect clues within the obvious clues. In this sense, there's no waste, nor victory,
loss, or failure. Thus I fail my way to success, and quit until the goal reaches me, since all paths intertwine on
various levels - especially to those who are open enough. Truth catches up to you, sooner or later, when you
cease chasing it. It's about asking the pre-answered questions, and pondering the pre-solved dilemmas, not
about projecting questionable answers onto overblown problems.
In this post-modernist era of informational overload, disinformation, confusion, quick fixes, and revisionism of outmoded systems, its misguided to decode and provoke antagonistic systems, or limit one's vista to
mere technical calculation. Even expert decoding and calculation perpetuates systems to be self-preserving.
This also leads to discriminating mindsets, which results in the demonization of potential allies(
e.g.,scapegoating, 'us against them' mentalities). All this drains our vital compassion.
Necessary quackery is the next phase of problem solving. One's compassionate curiosity, creativity, and
sincerity resolves most dilemmas because it discourages exaggerated competition, and other self-devouring patterns. This allows the problem to integrate into something greater, evolving into a possibility, hence becoming
its own solution. This approach may even resolve the paradoxes of pre-reality, which presently affect unseen
evolutionary processes. Many of these 'pre-dilemmas are really the ignored stimuli emanating from 'nothingness': the neglected impulses necessary to living freely within the incalculable limits of evolving consciousness
. We need to formulate freer structures( broader philosophies, languages, symbols, systems ) in order to shape
the all-welcoming, re-integrating portals the cosmos has sought even before its inception.

RADICAL COLLABORATION: THE METHOD TO THE MADNESS OF MY INCONSISTENT, YET 'PROGRESSIVE' TECHNICAL
EXECUTION
I use a raw, experimental approach with my art and writing, which varies in between perfection and
imperfection. I'm not overly-concerned with 'producing' something super-smooth and polished, since my aesthetic
seeks to resolve another of life's most overlooked, yet crucial paradoxes: the inability to work with extremes/opposites
in a more complimentary manner, whether it be the superior and inferior supporting each other, the strong and weak,
intelligent and 'stupid', 'perfect' and 'imperfect', and the rest.
For instance, sometimes I write like a high-minded pro( creating lucid, straightforward stories) other times I
write amatuerishly( with grammatical or continuity errors ) - same with my art. But I argue that this approach is a
statement in itself, a radical collaboration between the high and low, pro and amatuer, master and student, genius and
dummy. This can motivate people of different fields and backgrounds to focus on their many commonalities, not petty
differences .
The inability to work with potentially complimentary opposites leads to a plethora of 'isms, or discriminations
against persons with unique ways of learning from and contributing to a diverse info pool. We are all evolutionary
opportunities, not pawns to be placed in caste systems and pecking orders. It doesn't matter where we came from, or
where we're at, rather, what's crucial is where we are going by working with whatever's at hand. Thus, I express broad
ideas through my limited abilities - which is an act of defiance in itself. This shows that reality's truths and gifts depends
upon your compassionate boldness and ability to see, not on academic degrees, pre-ordained genetic gifts, or on a
particular experience.
So in this sense, if my work sucks, then its better that it sucks in a great way, as opposed to being great in a
sucky way. I sense the ever-revealing vastness of the omni-spectrum, so immediate structures/disciplines, and mediums
are too constraining. My approach can serve as a blueprint for multi-dimensional thinking( 'co-ordinating
consciousness') which I think will be the future mindset. In conclusion, my aesthetic is 'primitive/advanced', and meekly
powerful; you need a simple means to channel the most powerful forces, otherwise things burn themselves out. I hope
this approach will stimulate people to outgrow this system of high-tech primitivism - where we have great technologies,
information, and networks, but have yet to outgrow many bestial impulses( dog-eat-dog competition, bias, alienation,
judgemental mindsets).
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BORDER-GENIUS MANIFESTO
Spirit X is a different kind of genius...
Usually, there are two types of geniuses: the first visionary greatly perceives a particular spectrum, while the
second sees elements of many spectrums -though this doesn't mean that he or she has a general or sporadic understanding of the whole; the 2nd visionary sees the potential unification of all spectrums - thus he's a 'bordergenius'.
Spirit X has this unifying perception. It enables him to understand that the notion of superiority and inferiority
is the source of life's dilemmas. For instance, good and evil - including the various 'isms'( classicism, sexism,
racism, ageism) are bred by the soul-constraining concept of superiority and inferiority.
Since the universe thrives on non-discriminating, progressive, and liberating frequencies, it works in paradoxical ways, beyond man's subservience( fear-based belief systems or superstitions) or beyond any attempt to control it( whether thru totalitarianism, eugenics, monopolization of a spiritual or scientific arena). Paradoxically,
because of society's over-emphasis on perfection, universal progress becomes even more dependant on the inferior; God is drawn to humility/sincerity, open minds, and fresh perspectives.
Unbeknownst to them, the repressed knowledge of lower-folk is what the ambitious seek with their high culture
...Otherwise, idealistic elitists will continue to project their limited understanding onto a blank, false, parasetic
consciousness... that feeds off biases, lies, and misconceptions; stable truths are shaped by co-ordinated minds.
When the unified spectrums of intelligence are revealed, the concept of 'gifted' persons and 'chosen ones' will
become obsolete - though talented individuals shall thrive in a truly universalistic climate. Border-intelligence
shows the virtual frequencies, mechanics, and dynamics of a more inteconnecting talent and intellect. This can
lead to the formation of an integrated society fashioned after the university and internet, where work, play, education, and unlimited networks aren't too separate. Interconnected intelligence leads to interconnectedness on all
levels, and may even pave the way for 'spiritual nuclear fission': A constant state of euphoria, inspiration, and
energy, or perpetual 'merry-go-round' state.
This social enhancement will also affect our genetic and evolutionary development, since 'fate-consciousness'
won't feel so compelled to play dice or preserve a discriminating game based on conflicting opposites( winners
and losers, nerds and jocks, 'logical' thinkers and 'dreamers', liberals and conservatives, etc.)
Though everyone is sensitive to the higher signals of consciousness, social outsiders( of whatever ethnicity, system, school of thought) minorities, and people with learning disabilities are more receptive. The success of
the'weak' will henceforth enable those in privilege to contribute better in an expanding, humanistic society.
This is why the work of Spirit X is relevant. He has an un diagnosable learning disability. He senses that higher
informational pool. But he struggles to express it, because it is too fluid and dynamic for any known structure or
discipline( artistic and literary mediums, mathematics).
But he has a limited aptitude for art, literature, and philosophy, and he's used his talents to develop his own language and symbols - a kind of 'border-intelligence' which envelops the spectrums within the spectrum. He sees
how geometric patterns intersect with other symmetries, how they can be translated into energetic frequencies
that correspond to life's rhythms/ our thoughts and actions ; how scientific notions align with artistic and religious ones as well .
He embraces his imperfections as a way to cope with the disability, and to align with his higher mind. Technically, his work( drawings, imaginary calculations) is primitive-advanced, as if drawn by both a pro and amateur,
or by an adult and child. It's truly a complimentary collaboration between the superior and inferior. The same
applies to his writing...
He's a spiritual Helen Keller. She was blind, deaf, and mute, trapped in her own world as a child, yet she sensed
a greater reality. With the help of a strong-willed teacher, she developed her own system of communication.
She was able to break out of her inarticulate prison, while expressing herself through writing; cultivating a
heightened sense of social justice. Perhaps her unique sensitivity and creativity were products of her disability,
which sheltered her from outside distractions.

Thus Spirit X is trying to smash through the barriers of language and perception. He's operating beyond the paradigms and trends, beyond the combustible, depleting concentrations of psychic energy, comprised of traditional belief systems - intertwined with our hopes, fears, and compulsions.
.Spirit X shows that an integrated level of intelligence can be obtained - not by converting the masses to a different school of thought - ironically, it can be gained by broadening one's bias.
How does one broaden one's bias? By incorporating it with peace, sincerity, and compassion.
One's universalistic bias, whether religious, philosophical, etc. can parallel the ideas and metaphors of other systems; the various struggles of people becoming more relevant as well.
And he sees that most karmic chain reactions( manifested in the forms of neurosis, madness, disease, climate
change, and demonic/paranormal phenomena) have a psychological basis, in terms of our lack of unity. This
results in general misunderstanding, and unmet needs. Our distorted misinterpretations of the misguided signals
sent by a convoluted consciousness( the higher info pool or collective consciousness) are akin to choppy ripples
sending out crashing waves. In other words, we receive a particular insight from this consciousness(whether
through prayer, meditation, deep thinking, psychic channeling) accordingly to our mindset. The implications
here are both terrifying and hopeful, for one's fears and immaturity breeds demons, while one's compassionate
thoughts brings forth blessings and healthy intuitions.
For instance, the 'prophetic' revelation that a racist or White supremacist receives: a sudden insight or 'divine'
prophecy which falsely shows how the White race is being endangered by 'the savages' - reinforces the very
hateful and scapegoating impulses which triggered the revelation . Or they perceive their distorted, inhuman
ideal through an out-of-body experience, or hallucination.
The same applies to a religious person, who sees an omen or receives a revelation according to his or her belief;
or a physicist sees a quantum dynamic according to his receptivity/visualizing ability - but these visions are still
fractions of an infinite, yet transcendental/evolving frequency.
Bias and fear enables the establishments to prepare for 'predictable' cycles of chaos with their 'obvious' prophets
- thus maintaining constraining systems - as opposed to embracing an unpredictable stability, or a more liberating kind of peace. Again, God works in mysterious ways, and it is trying to send 'unforeseen' prophets.
Profound misinformation and misunderstanding further divides universal consciousness, including ET'S and
higher spirits. Its probable that many beings become energetically divided as a result of their inability to co-ordinate different modes of perception; to juggle the possibilities; they become separated during faulty attempts at
time travel or astral projection/extreme dreaming, meditation, or other higher mind activity... venturing to other
dimensions requires specialized bodies, so they 'forget' themselves during whatever mind/body altering process
they undertake.
Their many selves are confined to dimensions of various densities and frequencies( with their particular technologies and elements), which affect each other indirectly via misdirected signals, atmospheric turbulence, and
inter-dimensional domino effects. On a certain level, consciousness is literally at war with itself, like someone
suffering from split personality. To complicate things, these actions manifest themselves in ways that are literally too alien for the beings of another domain ...which further complicates a schizophrenic, multi-leveled process
of self-integration. Perhaps these cycles of chaos is applicable to us, since we maybe indirect extensions of alien
consciousness to a degree( who are possible extensions of us as well).
So all beings must cultivate a universal and compassionate language beyond fear-based symbols and shallow
words, or they should broaden their world-view via their bias. One should send out a sincere frequency through
good deeds, honest self-examination, spiritual/intellectual practices, and an appreciative, humble, generous lifestyle. We should motivate the god-source and its accessories to bless us in the healthiest, most uncompromising
way possible, as opposed to sending out fearful, condemning, spiteful, hateful wishes - this will liberate higher
spirits from their dwindling realities as well: petty, fearful beliefs attract petty, tyrannical gods, while all-compassionate beliefs attract greater, more loving gods, or they can allow petty gods to become great, able to operate on higher frequencies…

everything shall be liberated to the point that all realities and personas align in a kind of 'coordinated' consciousness', where the infinite possibilities can be explored with less compromise. Otherwise, the fragmented personas
of universal consciousness become parasitic, feeding off the energy of lower realms and its inhabitants, its misguided followers... this can have disastrous karmic and social implications throughout reality.

II: PARANORMAL ART GALLERY

UFO IN AN ALIEN WORLD

BEAUTY-FOCUSING MANDALAS
IS YOUR PERCEPTION OF THE BEAUTIFUL AND GOOD
GREATER THAN OF THE VILE ?

WHERE HORROR AND SCI-FI CONVERGE

ALIEN MESSENGER

BERMUDA TRIANGLE

CHI REACTOR PLANT

BLUEPRINTS FOR HEALING WEAPONRY

SPECULATIVE AND CONCEPTUAL WORK FOR MY STORIES
ALCHEMICAL LOCOMOTIVE
This train can go anywhere in the universe because of its 'cosmetic-cosmic' alterability: in the sense that a person or
subject is able to modify its physical appearance in relation to the electro-magnetic fluctuations, or whatever
atmospheric condition. Hence, each teleportation requires a different make-over For example, as the rain enters and
exits the interdimensional portal-tunnels, it starts out as a robust locomotive forged from steel and iron slag. It
eventually becomes a super-sleek bullet train fused from a more spontaneous, transcendental alchemical process
involving intergalactic metals. The passengers are also affected: the soft, round features of a corpulent person can
become more symmetrical and angular, or their complexions darken or lighten. They can become taller, or adopt a
more surreal, semi-human appearance( android, angelic, etc.) The same applies to a vehicle and other solid object,
which can take on a more aesthetic/ sculptural look. The irony to this process, is that no matter how much the subject
changes, one can still recognize the it, like a classic work of art that is constantly remade(ie, a sculpture that's broken
down and remolded for the better)...
This constant interdimensional travelling and reshaping eventually aligns all layers of realities; mass and energy fusing
everything in a more synergestic process.

This illustration shows the Cosmic locomotive in action. It's a ghostly, abstractly-shaped UFO that roars across the night
sky like some iridescent comet. Though, with its row of spinning, wavy, wheel-like appendages( like clay being spun into
ceramic saucers) and assymetrical, multi-layered circuitry, it resembles a giant train. Scientists are unable to classify this
trans-mechanical apparition, which travels faster by the moment. But Scribbles, because of his limitless time traveling
abilities, realizes that the 'cosmic locomotive' is merely a speeded-up projection of our perception, in the sense that a
particular scene that one passes through, be it a city skyline, countryside, and so on, whether from inside a car, train,
plane, etc. speeds up into a seemingly moving mass of scenery - only this fleeting perception zooms by in reverse and
takes on a life of its own( independent of an observer) -thus giving the illusion of it being a surreal train of abstract,
intermingled buildings and hills, merged with others' fleeting perceptions as well. Scribbles is able to decipher many of
the train's parts with his image-expanding computer: he realizes that every image/part of the train can be traced back to
the perception of a specific onlooker in a car, train at a particular time and place - even to extraterrestrials inside hightech vehicles! He concludes this train to be a hopeful sign, an indicator of our spiritual potential to merge with the
cosmos in all of its totality.

These pics depict the theory of 'co-ordinated consciousness' in action. This theory relies on using the most illuminating
light source to shine on objects - A cosmic/divine light so brilliant that infinite forms can dance about the surfaces of
persons and things, like ultra-sensitive camera lighting used to reveal hidden worlds. For example, the shiny train which
passes under this light, reflects actions ( on its sides)in parallel dimensions; each action, lifeform, and scenery is revealed
accordingly to the angle of the train and to the tone of the light. The inter-dimensional rainbow light shines on all of
these worlds simultaneously, thus allowing deeper dimensions to reveal themselves on the surfaces of things and beings
in other worlds also.
For example, the building that's reflected on the surface of the train (as it takes the turn)also reflects and
projects its own 'visual code', like boats on the other side of the world, alien beings in another galaxy - which reveal
forms of their own as well. The goal of this most brilliant light source is to reveal all paths( which inevitably intersect),
which will allow for the infinite expansion of all consciousness with little risk of segregation.

The struggle of 'semi-spheres' to become 'multi-spheres', my model for a reality that's trying to evolve beyond astrology,
prophecy, and redundant life cycles
These diagrams are from 'Maze of portals', one of my story concepts. It's about an otherworldy time traveler, Scribbles,
who creates the ultimate mathematical equation: which allows him to travel to any dimension at any time and point,
without relying on any particular galactic alignment or enviremental condition.
These diagrams represent the chaotic cyles of life, and how its phases indirectly affect our moods, and hence, shapes
our trends. Every lifeform/consciousness, world, galaxy, dimension, time period is symbolized in the form of a distinctive
sphere, which merges by the moment with other spheres( comprised of other consciousness and worlds). Thus, these
spheres can converge into a well-balanced globe, representing a phase of stabilty in our existence, or they can be
deformed, elongated, condensed, etc., each form representing particular phases, whether of rigidity/mindless
conformity, chaos/social upheavel, or various intermediary phases; constantly changing shape like a spherical rubic's
cube made up of various forms. It also shows how divided a person can be: parts of their psyche or spirit are actually
assimiliated into others' minds and worlds - including alien domains.
The 'goal' of these shape-shifting spheres is to become an evergrowing/organic network of spheres, where each shape
becomes wholly distinctive, yet it is interconnected to another sphere; each globe expanding with every uplifting cycle
as opposed to being fragmented and recycled by conflicting fluctuations - which enables them to act as portals to
uncomprimised worlds or paradises - interconnected paradises which comprise the body of heaven/god-consciousness.

'Maze of Portals' is about how an otherworldy time traveler, Scribbles, creates the ultimate mathematical equation:
which allows him to travel to any dimension at any time and point, without relying on any particular galactic alignment
or enviremental condition( a formula which relies on one developing the greatest spiritual sensitivity). This is especially
crucial to humanity, because human evolution has been complicated by the time travel technology introduced to them .
People are required to study and master the infinite routes, meridians, and formulas of the time/mind-field, in
order to time travel with little danger, but their spirits have been 'infected' and 'divided' to various degrees - even the
most well-adjusted persons, are spiritually incomplete; parts of their psychic selves are lost in parallel realms. And the
chain reactions of those worlds can affect them back on Earth, in the forms of neurosis, spiritual posession,
discriminating mindsets, and other conditions that are considered to be out of one's 'character'.
The crisis is especially problematic because people aren't aware of how fragmented their psyches are, even as
they continue to do mundane things, like shopping, eating, working ...Yet, they can't comprehend the seemingly
unending wars, crime sprees, economic recessions, and other conflicts that have their origins in our unmet, or half-met
needs... though the mass media and our leaders have everyone convinced that humanity has evolved.
But Scribbles understands that formulating and learning evermore complex mathematics is futile - especially since the
universe has such a powerful built-in mechanism to preserve itself from any attempt to control it. He can travel to any
place at anytime, since he understands that all things and consciousness have elements of everything else in them even a speck of dust contains interconnecting portals. Scribbles, with his shape-shifting space-craft ventures through
even the most abstract, turbulent,visually overwhelming psychedelic realities - indecipherable worlds that have made
geniuses insane. He continuosly creates portals in the densest quantum waves, at any moment, since he's attuned to
cosmic rhythms.

I
INTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION SERIES:
These not your typical zines, they're wild graphic novelettes exploring our evolutionary potential. Don't be misled by
the simple, mixed-media format of these epic meta-sci-fi books, which complement their synergistic/transcendental
themes. These themes are too multi-layered to be accurately expressed through traditional formats, whether comics,
novels, and the like. Inter-related themes of progress, the supernatural, and existentialism are synthesized into my
speculative mythology, bridging the gaps between fantasy/metaphor, logic/education, structure and freedom, society,
and the individual. I believe integrated( less-discriminatory forms of) intelligence is the way to the future.
What is our evolutionary potential and the complimentary purpose of my work? We can co-shape our own evolution(
'co-evolution')which is dependant upon our mindful internalization of life's challenges/stresses. This greater
internalization allows us to bridge our differences, and other seemingly conflicting ideas. This allows us to bridge most
contradictions, whether within, without, and beyond( in the individual, society, and everything in between) - to the
degree that we can utilize our tools and resources to align with the ultimate free energy system. This O.I.( organic
intelligence) system encapsulates everything on the quantum level, and is the source of infinite ideas and
technologies.This system can tackle any challenge and bridge any reality( whether physical or non-physical) - as much of
that reality we can envision with our present systems. We use the building blocks of our immediate systems as 'merging
blocks' for a more dynamic, organic system.
I do this symbolically with my art, creating my own intersecting reality: manifested by my compassionate curiousity and
transparency. For instance, in some tales, I'm my own celebrity, superhero , god( for lack of a better word) and a boxing
( 'paradoxing')champion in a reality of intersecting worlds, populated by diverse beings( not unlike aliens, dragons,
robots, and the rest). But my seemingly selfish desires: for love, acceptance, happiness, understanding, and self-mastery
are indirectly fulfilled by helping others follow their dreams in the most sentient, yet dynamic of realities.
My organic-geometric drawing style corresponds to my overall philosophy about our evolutionary potential: where
structure/systems of limitation( whether mathematical, neurological, linguistic, et al) unravel, yet intersect like spirals,
coelescing into portals within portals. Hence, my worlds are holographic in a way that's not too overwhelming, where
you see portals/connections( to places/ events/others) in various details( whether the scales on a dragon, features of a
person, symmetries in a structure) accordingly to your perception.
There are 10 books in this series, in no particular order, but like the (often) contrary chapters in a religous text, they
ultimately compliment themes of transcendance from various perspectives. My technique is experimental, sometimes
incorporating familiar genres, like illustrated short stories/ parables, comics, and speculative essays/manifestoes about
the nature of reality. Sometimes they border many styles( for example, with the art, I border the abstract, surreal,
achitectural, avante-garde; and prose, poetry, stream-of-consciousness with the writing).
Each book usually has a story or two ( sometimes the tales intersect, but they are usually distinct). Or my book has a
creative essay, and a substantial art gallery( featuring character designs and other conceptual pieces related to fantasy,
sci-fi, and surrealism).
This work will appeal to curious, open-minded connossuers of fantasy with inter-related interests in philosophy,
science/physics, spirituality/metaphysics, fine art, comics, and paranormal/conspiracy research. And it is no coincidence
that even authors in established fields( whether in physics, nuero-science, sociology, et al) are taking a more integrated,
creative approach with their books, as if sensing that organic singularity that is driving us all...

